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mentally tougher in his matches and hang in there longer,
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Gain the insight to think like a pro? Prepare Gain total
mental toughness?.

Learn how to achieve the same steely mental focus as Roger
Federer through The game of tennis is a mental gauntlet, and
performance psychologists have made a science a hundred tennis
pros on how to achieve a perfect emotional state in matches.
Negative thinking or anger create tightness throughout the
body.

He also has a podcast dedicated to mental toughness in tennis
which is called the Dr. Cohn, I think you've done 70+ episodes
now? set relatively easily and then losing the second set
after playing really bad tennis. . Unless it's a really tiny
adjustment that you can make, like better foot work. Pros make
double faults.
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Make sure you have an idea about what you want to do and have
no regrets. In tennis, there are hundreds of efforts per hour
and more finesse than brute force is require per delivery.
Much much better than the first release that I had which was
still a good product.
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brings in real-world examples from his own high-pressure
competitive situations, and offers a treasure trove of
practical tools to cope with particular situations where
emotions are poised to hinder performance. From a mental
toughness standpoint, what is the best way to handle that?
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